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A modified technique for fabrication of custom‑made 
afterload brachytherapy appliance
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Case Report

INTRODUCTION

The various therapeutic responses applied to malignant 
neoplasm of  the mouth include surgical excision, 
radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. Radiation procedure is 
of  two types: external beam radiation and intraoperative 
radiation therapy or brachytherapy. Cone beam computed 
tomography has now replaced the standard computed 
tomography (CT) in imaging and planning craniofacial 
defect reconstruction, and measurements were very 
accurate as compared to physical measurements.[1,2] But 
still, standard external beam radiation therapy is based on 
the assessment of  target volumes to irradiate and organs 
at risk to protect in 3D‑CT simulation plus multimodal 
images (e.g., positron emission tomography/CT, magnetic 
resonance imaging).[3] Brachytherapy is applied through 

carriers. These carriers can be implants (interstitial), cone 
therapy, or surface molds. Brachytherapy can be used as 
either high dose‑rate remote afterloading or low‑dose‑rate 
therapy.[4‑6] In most carriers, which are previously described 
in the literature, the sources (radioactive) are placed and 
sealed individually within the carrier.[7‑9] This procedure 
subjects the radiotherapist, patient, and the nurses to 
unnecessary subjection to the radiation sources during 
treatment. In the removable implantation procedure, 
hollow flexible tubes are situated in and around the tumor. 
Once in position, the isotopes (radioactive) are injected 
into the tubes. After radiotherapy, the entire apparatus is 
extracted from the tissues and the afterloading technique 
has been incorporated for use with surface applicators.[10,11] 
MacComb and Fletcher[12] stated, “For lesions of  the hard 
palate, the multiple field arrangement must be designed to 

Radiotherapy for carcinomas that involve the mouth and its related structures has been improved by the usage 
of different prostheses known as radiation carriers. These prostheses can accurately position radionuclide 
such as radium, iridium, cesium, and cobalt to allow adequate transfer of a concentrated radiation dose to 
a tumor region. At the same time, they minimize the exposure to radiation of nearby tissues due to rapid 
fall-off the radioactivity and thus minimizing the side effects of radiation. This study emphasizes the usage 
of a modified technique for the development of afterload mold brachytherapy appliance for squamous cell 
carcinoma patients of hard palate/soft palate.
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cover lesions of  varying size and locations, surface molds 
can be used for superficial lesions.” This article describes 
a method of  fabrication of  two‑piece surface molds for 
intraoral carcinoma to implement the need of  proper 
loading of  radioactive sources.

MOLD PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE

1. Impressions of  the patient’s maxillary and mandibular 
arches were made with an elastomeric material and 
were poured with dental stone [Figure 1a and b]

2. The outline of  the extent of  the mold was marked 
after deciding the extent of  tumor on the obtained 
cast [Figure 2a and b]. After the preliminary designing 
of  the prosthesis, the number and positions of  
the carrier for radioactive sources were marked, in 
consultation with a radiotherapist

3. For the present cases of  squamous cell carcinoma of  
the hard and soft palate, each dose of  reference point 
was set by placing four parallel linings 1 cm apart, 
covering the external line of  lesion in accordance, as 
suggested by a radiotherapist [Figure 2a and b]

4. Infant feeding tubes (“Feedy” Romsons scientific 
and surgical industries) with a diameter of  2.70 mm 
were stuck to the linings made. Stabilization of  infant 
feeding tubes on the markings was done with the 
cyanoacrylate adhesive. The precaution was undertaken 
to avoid the wrenching of  feeding tubes, so that 
radiotherapy source can be easily placed. Infant feeding 
tube of  diameter 1.7 mm, similar to radioactive sources, 
was used to validate the patency of  radioactive carrier 
tube [Figure 3a and b]

5. Then, the mold over the cast containing infant feeding 
tubes was fabricated, with the usage of  clear auto 
polymerizing acrylic resin or thermoplastic resin 
sheet [Figures 4a, b and 5a, b]. The adequate clasps 
were used for the proper retention and adherence of  
the appliance

6. In another technique, 2‑mm‑thick thermoplastic resin 
sheet was used and pressed over the cast containing 
infant feeding tubes by the help of  thermoplastic 
former. For the satisfactory retention of  the appliance, 
occlusal and labial surfaces were incorporated in the 
manufacture of  the appliance. Rest, all the procedures 
were similar

7. The final mold was then finished, polished 
[Figure 6a and b], and placed in the mouth, and 
necessary adjustments were made

8. With the lead wires and copper wires incorporated 
in the infant feeding tubes on the cast, radiation 
oncologists performed CT scan to reconfirm the 
patency of  radiation carrier appliance and to plan the 

treatment procedure. After that, dummy checking 
was accomplished for placement and entry of  
radioactive sources and to start the whole treatment 
procedure [Figure 7a and b]

9. Radiation oncologists then performed treatment 
procedure successfully, with the brachytherapy 

Figure 3: Attachment of infant feeding tubes on the cast: 
(a) dentulous, (b) edentulous

ba

Figure 2: Markings of the outline on the cast: (a) dentulous, 
(b) edentulous

ba

Figure 1: Maxillary elastomeric impression: (a) dentulous, 
(b) edentulous

ba
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mold, and the patient was recalled for follow‑up 
procedures.

DISCUSSION

Previously irradiated and surgically excised head‑and‑neck 
squamous cell carcinoma patients have very less treatment 
options. Radical tumor resection with clear resection 
margins is difficult to accomplish, and repeated external 
beam radiotherapy carries a high threat of  severe side 
effects. The technique was applicable to advanced or 
recurrent carcinomas only as a part of  palliative therapy. 
Beumer et al.[13] briefly revealed this technique for radiation 
carriers in intraoral irradiation.

In previous studies, the mold was prepared with the help of  
flexible nylon tubes,[14] with either steel wires[6] or dummy 
seeds positioned within the tubes and sealed with auto 
polymerizing acrylic resin and in some studies, brachytherapy 
catheters[15,16] were also used; however, these catheters are 
more stiffer and are not flexible enough to get adapted easily 
without wrenching to treat intraoral carcinomas.

In this present technique, we constructed molds 
incorporating infant feeding tubes for contact brachytherapy 
to allow the adequate therapy of  affected anatomical 
structures with difficult access. For the dentulous patient, 
the teeth were incorporated in the impression to provide 
stability; hence, movement during irradiation can be 
decreased. The patient can retain the mold intraorally for 
the necessary time without undue discomfort or excessive 
exposure of  normal tissues. As a prosthodontist, we should 
be careful about the metallic alloy and nonremovable dental 
restorations and should convey to brachytherapist, as these 
restorations may cause a significant CT artifact and dose 
attenuation.[17]

The main advantage of  this procedure is that it is 
economical; the infant feeding tubes reduces the price 
by almost 50% as compared to the other brachytherapy 
catheters used in previous studies.[1] Catheters have also 
been used for extraoral prosthesis like finger prosthesis; 
however, the type of  catheter has not been specified.[18] 

Figure 5: Intaglio surface of the mold: (a) clear acrylic resin mold, 
(b) thermoplastic resin mold

Figure 7: Computed tomography scan showing mold in position with 
radioactive sources: (a) horizontal view, (b) sagittal view

Figure 4: Afterload brachytherapy appliance on the cast: (a) clear 
acrylic resin, (b) thermoplastic resin

ba

ba
Figure 6: (a) Mold with radiation carriers, (b) mold placed intraorally

ba

a b
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Our technique can also be used for such kind of  extraoral 
prosthesis.

Multiple radioactive sources can be quickly and easily 
be placed; thus, exposure and time duration to the 
radiotherapist and the patient are minimized during the 
period of  placement and activation of  the prosthesis. 
The brachytherapy prosthesis can be suitable for the 
therapy of  an intraoral malignancy with minimal patient 
morbidity. The primary disadvantage to this procedure 
is that brachytherapy may not be ideal for large tumor 
volumes, and thus, it requires the manufacture of  delivery 
prosthesis to plan and adequately deliver the desired 
therapy dose.

 CONCLUSION

In the present case report, a modified economical 
method for fabrication of  a radiation carrier with an 
adaptation of  the afterloading technique has been 
described. The radiotherapist can place and position 
multiple sources simultaneously. This modified 
technique can also be used for small extraoral 
tumors also with minimal patient morbidity. This 
manuscript highlighted the role and responsibility of  
the prosthodontist in fabricating the radiation carrier 
and to maintain the predetermined position of  the 
infant feeding tubes within the mold for placement 
and position of  multiple sources simultaneously, which 
allows for well‑adapted dose distribution to the tumor 
region as determined by the radiation oncologist for 
the desired results.
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